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Landmarks
De Salaberry-St Pierre’s Significant Heritage Buildings

T

HE GREAT 19TH CENTURY English writer and
historian, John Ruskin, observed about the subject of
architectural heritage:

“Old buildings are not ours. They belong to
those who built them, and partly to the
generations who are to follow us. What we

It is with this thought in mind that the Municipality of De
Salaberry and Town of St Pierre, through its Municipal
Heritage Advisory Group, has embarked on a project—in
partnership with the Historic Resources Branch of Manitoba
Culture, Heritage and Tourism (and also with the financial
support of the department’s Heritage Grants Program)—to
develop a major heritage initiative: Special Places, Significant
Heritage Building of De Salaberry and St Pierre.

ourselves have built, we are at liberty to
throw down. But what other men gave their
strength, and wealth and life to accomplish,
their right over it does not pass away with
their death.

De Salaberry-St Pierre’s Special Places project (one of several
underway across Manitoba with the support of the Historic
Resources Branch and Heritage Grants Program) has been
developed with two goals in mind: to ensure that communities
undertake the kind of comprehensive inventory of sites and
rigorous analysis and assessment that allows for a selection of
those few buildings with real claims for heritage significance;
and also in order to study and explore the community’s
architectural history and by so doing to identify those physical
and built qualities that combine to make De Salaberry-St Pierre
an authentically distinct place.

HE MUNICIPALITY OF DE SALABERRY AND
Town of St. Pierre has interesting and important
historical claims, both in the context of Manitoba’s past
as well as in our own regional history.

T

traditional architectural forms and details. But as the following
review suggests, there are notable and interesting sites
associated with all of these groups that clearly reflect their
distinct heritage.

The Rural Municipality of De Salaberry (and communities of
St. Malo, Otterburne, Dufrost, La Rochelle and Carey) and the
Village of St. Pierre-Jolys have several important architectural
claims, and a distinct architectural identity.

And other sites that help define our special architectural
heritage include a wealth of interesting farm buildings, as well
a cemeteries and monuments – notable places for all the people
of our area. We are also interested in our history of
construction and craftsmanship, and in a following entry
provide an introduction to this important aspect of our built
past.

The first claim focuses on the area’s French heritage. While the
region rightfully celebrates its multicultural make-up, there is
no mistaking the fact that this is part of the Franco-Manitoban
heartland. And so various individual buildings that define that
heritage should be highlighted to anyone visiting as key
expressions of a distinct historic character: Goulet House and
Desaulnier House (both in St. Pierre), Louis Malo Cross, and
then also the major institutional buildings of the Roman
Catholic Church that grace the region: St. Malo Church, St.
Viateur Church in Otterburne, the modern church in St. Pierre,
St. Pierre Convent and St. Joseph’s College (now Providence
College).
The area also possesses a microcosm of the province’s ethnic
composition, with several other major early settlement groups
represented, including Métis, Anglo-American, Mennonite and
Ukrainian. Obviously visible physical reinforcements of those
cultures are sometimes hard to identify, except Ukrainians
around Dufrost, whose church and community hall boast

Besides its interesting collections of buildings and sites, this
region is also recognized for its underlying physical heritage –
especially the intersection of historic land survey patterns and
the enduring presence of the Crow Wing Trail, a significant
early transportation artery that once connected Upper Fort
Garry (now Winnipeg) with what is now St. Paul, Minnesota.
De Salaberry-St Pierre is a community whose greatest claims
for identification through its architectural heritage reside in a
handful of individual buildings – the places that were not only
exceptional in their original quality, but which have retained
high levels of physical integrity. This fortuitous combination—
impressive design and exceptional integrity—allows the people
of De Salaberry-St Pierre a daily opportunity to contemplate
both the talents of our first citizens, as well as the respectful
attentions of succeeding generations.

We are also aware that many other historic buildings, of
slightly lesser heritage value, are nevertheless vital aspects of
our local identity. The impressive range of types, styles,
materials and details, and the obvious craftsmanship employed
in them, combine on many De Salaberry-St Pierre streets to
express a century`s worth of effort, and a community still
proud of its past.

The following more specific exploration of our architectural
heritage has been organized by building type. This presentation
allows for a focused reflection on the typical experiences of
daily life: the domestic routine in houses, the give and take of
commerce in stores, the spiritual refreshment in churches.
There are also sections on sites and a concluding entry that
highlights preliminary research done on De Salaberry-St
Pierre’s early construction practices and the craftsmen who
actually made our buildings.
But we start with the topography and layout of our community,
for it is these qualities that inform all else.

Community Form and Layout
The De Salaberry/St. Pierre area is one of several places in the
province that possesses an intersection of survey systems, including
the Quebec style river-lot system and the Dominion Township
survey system. Within each system, vastly different roadway and
settlement patterns were formed, and the places where the two
systems meet are especially notable.

This map (reoriented sideways for effect, and thus with north at the left)
shows how the old Quebec river lot system intersects with the more common
township grid in the De Salaberry/St. Pierre region.

The communities of St. Pierre-Jolys, St. Malo and Otterburne still
are marked in their overall forms by the use in the early days of the
Quebec river lot system (in which thin plots of land stretched back
from the river), and emphatically not by the township grid or the
typical railway forms so often defined by the placement of the rail
line and then the location of the station. The result of these layouts
makes for a more interesting driving, cycling and walking
experience, and more interesting vistas. Compared to so many
typical railway towns, our communities appear more informal, and
even more friendly.

A map of St. Pierre, from 1966, shows street and lot layouts that are defined
by old river lot surveys and the location of the Rat River as it winds through
town. The irregular character of the layout, with odd angles and apparently
whimsical intersections, recalls medieval town layouts.

An important heritage aspect that marks the whole region are the
vestiges of the old Crow Wing Trail, a significant early
transportation artery that connected Upper Fort Garry with what is
now St. Paul, Minnesota. With Manitoba’s entry into Confederation
in 1870, the Crow Wing Trail, north of the International border, was
formally surveyed and its administration transferred to the new
Manitoba government. It continued to be used by local traffic.
During the 1890s, the trail was closed bit by bit, as the Dominion
Survey section road allowances were increasingly developed.
Currently, portions of PTH 59 near St. Pierre-Jolys and St. Malo
overlap the exact route or the trail.

Detail of a map showing the major trails in the lower Red River valley during
the 1850s. The route of the Crow Wing Trail, though unnamed, is clearly
shown in a light line to the east of the Red River. For most of its length, it
followed the treeline, which marked the eastern edge of the Great Plains.

Another important and fascinating aspect of our history focuses on
the railway. The first rail line constructed in Manitoba, the so-called
Pembina Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR), was
constructed in 1879 to bring materiel for the transcontinental CPR,
and ran through our area, with station points at Dufrost, Otterburne
and Carey. Interestingly, the larger communities at St. Malo and St.
Pierre were by-passed, but nevertheless still prospered without
immediate rail access. In fact, the absence of a rail line, the typical
lifeblood for most Manitoba towns, has meant that St. Malo and St.
Pierre have quite distinct community forms that are quite unlike most
Manitoba towns.

An old map showing the rail lines and station stops on various lines running
through southeastern Manitoba. The Pembina Line of the CPR starts at
Emerson and runs in a lazy “S” up to Winnipeg, passing through Dufrost,
Carey and Otterburne, and noticeable by their absence, bypassing St. Malo
and St. Pierre.

Churches
There are three churches in the region: St. Malo Roman Catholic
Church, St. Viateur Roman Catholic Church and the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church in Dufrost. The most impressive of these churches
is in St. Malo, where the majestic spires of the Roman Catholic
Church there suggest the glories of turn-of-the-century ecclesiastical
architecture. The Ukrainian Orthodox Church in Dufrost is a modest
building, but with its distinctive form and onion domes is the most
obvious (and beloved) expression of Ukrainian heritage in the region.
With its fine steeple, St. Viateur Roman Catholic Church is an
interesting turn on a traditional Roman Catholic form.

Detail of
the elegant and detailed
steeples of St. Malo Roman
Catholic Church (1936).

Steeple of St. Viateur at Otterburne.

Distinctive onion domes (banyas) on the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church at Dufrost.

Houses
De Salaberry and St. Pierre contain a wide range of historic
residential architecture, a heritage that should be treasured. From the
modest to the grand, the rough to the refined, these are important
connections to our past. The present collection recalls traditional and
popular styles from the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and also
allows us to examine construction technologies as well as building
techniques and details.

Goulet House (ca. 1870), in St.
Pierre, the prototypical FrancoManitoban house, with its
distinctive gambrel roof and
flared eaves.

The Dotremont House (1920), in the Rat River area is an
excellent example of a large farm house, in this instance
carried out in great sophistication with brick and
limestone

Desaulnier House (ca. 1905), in St. Pierre, is an excellent example of
a distinct house form employed by many Franco-Manitoban families
in the area. This kind of house is a slight variation on the popular
Four-square house type found in many areas of Manitoba, defined by
an uncomplicated square plan, two-storey form and large hipped roof.
In the southeast, Franco-Manitobans undertook a slight variation on
the theme. With a slightly taller form and a distinctively truncated roof
(like a widow’s walk) that usually was trimmed with metal cresting,
these kinds of houses are important expressions of sophisticated
local design sensibilities.

The number of large houses in
the area, both in urban centres
and in the countryside, recall two
important facets of life around the
turn of the 20th century: the
experience of large families and
the desire to create houses that
were substantial and impressive..
The Prefontaine House (1894-97)
in St. Pierre is an excellent
example of the kind of grand
home built by the upper-middle
class in the early 20th century.
Constructed for a notable St.
Pierre family, the house is a
testament to the possibilities of
that material, both in form and
detail.

Maynard Farmhouse, St. Malo area, a good example
of the French gambrel roof, seen here with the slight
curve in the lower section that makes the shape even
more attractive.
The 1872 La Fournaise House, shown here in a detail, is a rare surviving
example of a building connected to Métis settlers and farmers who once
made the area their home.

Even in Anglo areas of the region, especially the
Otterburne area, French architectural traditions prevail,
as seen here in the Tate farmhouse, where the familiar
curving mansard roof defines the main elevation.

Desrosier Farmhouse, St. Malo
area. Concrete blocks were used
throughout Manitoba around the
turn of the 20th century, and in the
De

Salaberry/St.

Pierre

region

several houses were built using
this technology.

Schools
The primary connection to the theme of education can be found at
Providence College in Otterburne. Originally Maison Saint-Joseph
(Saint Joseph’s College), this impressive campus was established in
1912 by the Clercs de St. Viateur. The school became a centre of
Otterburne life, providing pastoral care, employ-ment and farm
produce to the surrounding area.

Halls and Recreational Buildings
Facilities for recreation with historic claims are rare in the region,
with the Dufrost Community Hall, associated with the area’s
Ukrainian community, a notable exception.

Above: Tower and lantern of Saint Joseph’s College, now
Providence College.
Left: The Dufrost Community Hall, with its corner towers and
onion dome is obviously connected to the local Ukrainian
community.

Farm Buildings
Another major historical and architectural claim that the region can
make focuses on its farming heritage. The typical range of working
buildings—barns, sheds, granaries—is in this region enriched with
exceptional examples of those types, but also with important (even
unique) examples of other farm buildings, including three wooden
silos, a honeybee operation and a bull barn.

While not in perfect condition, the Turenne Silo is the most
visually striking of the three wooden silos in the area, and is also
the oldest, built around 1935.

Right: This unprepossessing barn (from 1950) has claims as the first facility
in western Canada to be associated with artificial insemination, an important
development in agricultural technology. It was here (from 1950-62), on Emile
Hebert’s farm, where Holstein bulls owned by federal and provincial
Departments of Agriculture were housed to collect semen, which was tested
and stored in little vials, then packed in dry ice for shipping.

Below: Honeyland Farms (also known as the Pankiw Honeybee Farm),
established in 1920, features this distinctive round bee storage building (from
1936) as well as several other structures (including the honey extracting
building). This facility was one of the first commercial honey operations in
western Canada.

A wooden sign on a barn in the Dufrost area reading Roblin Farm
1929 recalls its connection to a notable Manitoba political family,
two of whose members, Rodmond and Duff, were Premiers.

The Courcelles House, a typical example of
Details and an interior view of the Cure Farm Silo,

the kind of small farmsites that define rural

in the St. Pierre area, show the visual interest

areas of the region.

created by simple materials and textures.

The Dandenault Barn and Silo are
important examples of the kinds of major
farming operations that defined the
region.

Builders and Craftsmen
The work done for the De Salaberry/St. Pierre inventory has revealed
the names of a handful of men who were seriously involved in the
building trade, working on more than just their own property but also
as trusted craftsmen in the community:










Josephat Desaulnier
Ovide Prefontaine
Armand Lavergne
Joseph Arpin
Adhemar Renuart
M. Desrosier
Franz Yafram
Hector Dandenault
Joseph Cure

Attention to this aspect of heritage buildings is important. Buildings
are not significant only because they describe certain styles or
traditions, or because they present interesting materials and attractive
details. At a time when the history of technology is naturally
undervalued and poorly understood (given Western society’s
compulsive need to leave old technologies behind in the name of
progress), and when museums are the key repositories interpreting
only the artifacts associated with the theme, buildings provide a
connection to the subject on a daily basis. They are the common,
obvious and visible places where we can study and appreciate old
ways of doing things, and even the places where we can gain insights
into the ideas and solutions behind those old ways.

Armand Lavergne was a building contractor who put
up this house, at 454 Jolys in St. Pierre, in 1921. He
also built churches throughout the southeast part of the
province and several dwellings around St. Pierre.

Ademar Renuart was involved in the lumber business
and was also a builder, with his skill in evidence at 579
Jolys in St. Pierre.

Jean Desrosier put up three concrete block houses in the
St. Malo area, including this fine example of the type.

In 1943 Hector Dandeneault and Joseph Cure put up
Franz Yafram was a master carpenter from Germany
who came to Canada to build churches in the early
1900s. His skills are in evidence at the Honeyland
Farms,

where

this

constructed in 1936.

distinct

round

building

was

this impressive wooden silo at the Dandeneault Farm.
Used to store corn for the dairy operation, this kind of
construction required careful attention to detail – and a
definite comfort with heights.

Memorials
The region has an impressive claim for memorial sites, including
four large way-finding crosses and an exceptional war memorial in
St. Pierre.

The War Memorial at St. Pierre-Jolys, featuring
sculptural figures of a pensive soldier and a
heroic Joan of Arc, is one of the finest examples
of memorial art in the province.

The Cross at the Louis Malo Pioneer Site, just
north of St. Malo, is the most visible of four
such large crosses that define historic entry
points in the region.

Cemeteries
The two major cemeteries in the area, at St. Pierre-Jolys and St.
Malo, are notable sites for anyone interested in exploring local
family history, as well as for fine examples of funerary art.

The cemetery in St. Malo is situated
behind the looming towers of the Roman
Catholic Church.

The monument for Father J.M.A. Jolys, situated in front of the
Roman Catholic church in St. Pierre, features a splendid
sculptural tableaux and a bronze bust.

The

Renuart

Family

Memorial in the St. PierreJolys Cemetery is one of
the

finest

funerary
province.

examples
art
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Modern Buildings
While they are not yet considered heritage sites, the community of
St. Pierre contains two important buildings that one day could attain
that status: the Regional Library and the new Roman Catholic
Church.
Left: The Regional Library in St. Pierre (shown here in a detail) was
designed by one of Manitoba’s most important Modern architects, Etienne
Gaboury (with Denis Lussier).
Below: Also by Etienne Gaboury, the Roman Catholic Church at St. Pierre is
an important Modernist building.

De Salaberry-St Pierre’s
Significant
Heritage Sites
The following list of buildings and sites constitutes the De
Salaberry-St Pierre Heritage Advisory Group’s
recommendations to council and the community about those
places that have major claims for local heritage significance.












Convent of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and
Mary, St. Pierre
Goulet House, St. Pierre
Louis Malo Pioneer Site, St. Malo area
Prefontaine House, St. Pierre
St. Malo Roman Catholic Church
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church, Dufrost
La Fournaise Log House, Hwy 59 Sud
Turenne Farm Silo, Rat River Road
Desaulnier House, St. Pierre
Dotremont House, Rat River Drive
Honeyland Farms, Dufrost area

The selection of these sites has been the result of a rigorous
process carried out by representatives of the community with
assistance and direction from the Historic Resources Branch of
Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism. That process began
with the production of a comprehensive inventory of 70
historic buildings and sites in the area, and included an analysis

and then finally a numerical evaluation of sites to determine
those select few that would be identified as Special Places.
As a collection, these 10 buildings and one site define many
aspects and themes from our past, and do so through places that
are at once significant, but also often interesting and attractive.
These are places that the people of De Salaberry and St. PierreJolys can look to with pride. These buildings remind us of past
glory, but also suggest an enduring sense of community, and
are a beacon for its future.
Each of these important buildings and sites is presented on the
following pages with an accompanying Heritage Value
Statement that elucidates that place’s key heritage attributes.
At the same time, the De Salaberry/St. Pierre-Jolys Heritage
Advisory Group notes that the 19 other buildings and sites that
were also assessed for their heritage value should be noted
here, in a concluding section called Additional Sites of Interest.
While not attaining superior claims for heritage significance,
these places are also valued, providing interesting historic and
architectural qualities that help define the region’s heritage.
This kind of short, sharp list will enable the community to
focus attention and resources when it undertakes future
heritage endeavours, be they updates to the walking tour,
community websites, school projects, plaquing programs and
designations.

Map of De Salaberry
This basic map of De Salaberry
can be co-ordinated to locate sites
noted on following pages, which
are identified with street addresses.

Map of St. Pierre
This basic street map of St
Pierre can be co-ordinated to
locate sites noted on following
pages, which are identified with
street addresses.

Convent of the Sisters of the Holy Names of
Jesus and Mary
St. Pierre

THE CONVENT OF THE SISTERS OF
THE HOLY NAMES OF JESUS AND
MARY, designed in the traditional Second
Empire style of francophone religious
communities in Manitoba, remains a visible
symbol of the survival of the unique FrancoManitoban culture. The third oldest extant
convent in the province (built in 1900-01),
this structure housed educational facilities
for Grades one to ten, a girls’ boarding
school, residences for the teaching sisters and
a chapel. It made important contributions to
the preservation of French culture in
Manitoba and to the development of StPierre-Jolys, where it has been a focus of
community life for over a century. The
convent’s designer, Joseph-Azarie Senecal,
was a seminal figure in the spread and usage
of French-Catholic religious architecture in
the province.

Goulet House
St. Pierre

The vernacular GOULET HOUSE (from
about 1870) is a fine example of early French
domestic architecture in Manitoba. Its Red
River frame construction is masterfully
exhibited in its hand-cut log walls, while its
vertical board-and-batten siding and gambrel
roof are typical of early Francophone
structures. The family home, built by Moise
Goulet, a Métis freighter who transported
goods by Red River ox cart from the United
States to Canada, was originally situated
alongside trading routes near the Rat River
and doubled as a resting place for fellow
freighters. In 1985 it was moved to its
current location, where it is now part of the
St-Pierre-Jolys Museum, and restored.

Louis Malo Pioneer Site
St. Malo area

THE LOUIS MALO PIONEER SITE is an
important historic location for the
community of St. Malo, and is also the site
of one of the four large Christian crosses that
mark the nearby landscape. This is the site
where Louis Malo established the area’s first
farmsite, becoming the catalyst for the
community that bears his name. The Louis
Malo house was located just north of the
site. The cross at the gate to the present Jean
Desrosier’s farm is an excellent example of
the kind of welcoming way-finding marker
used in many of Manitoba’s French Catholic
communities.

Prefontaine House
St. Pierre

THE PREFONTAINE HOUSE is an
excellent example of the kind of grand turnof-the-twentieth century house that recall
the lifestyles of St. Pierre’s well-off merchant
and political class. With its grand scale and
impressive features (mostly from Renoir’s
lumberyard in Carey), the house is an
exceptional example of that kind of home.
The house is also valued for its connection to
its first owner, Albert Prefontaine, a noted
politician. Mr. Prefontaine, who was born in
St. Ephrem, Quebec, served as Reeve of the
Municipality of Salaberry from 1892-96, was
a leader of the provincial Conservative Party
in the late 1910s and was elected to
Parliament in 1903 and again in 1907 and
1910. He was also an active member of the
United Farmers of Manitoba.

St. Malo Roman Catholic Church

ST. MALO ROMAN CATHOLIC
CHURCH is the area’s most impressive
church building. Constructed in 1936,
mostly with volunteer labour, the building is
nearly a textbook example of the kind of
architectural traditions from Quebec that
informed so much of Manitoba’s FrancoManitoban church building in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Symbolically cruciform in plan and with tall
elegant twin towers, the church presents a
stately visage from its spacious site in the
centre of St. Malo. Equally impressive is the
church’s interior, including its elegantly
appointed nave and sanctuary. The church
continues to be a community landmark and
social centre.

Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church
Dufrost

THE UKRAINIAN GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH in Dufrost is the most
visible and evocative expression of Ukrainian
culture in the region. Built in the mid 1960s,
the well-kept church is an excellent example
of the type. With its tell-tale onion domes
(called banyas), supporting towers and
round-arched windows, the little church
continues as a proud expression of Ukrainian
life in the area.

La Fournaise Log House
Hwy 59 Sud

Built in 1872, LA FOURNAISE HOUSE
has three significant heritage values. It is one
of the oldest extant buildings in the area, and
thus a rare surviving connection to our
pioneer roots. Its construction of oak logs,
locally cut, reveals early architectural forms
and building tech-nologies. And its
construction by Gabriel La Fournaise, who
married a local Cree woman, is a vital
expression of Métis culture in the area. In
1905 the house was bought by the Berards
and the house was moved to the present site
where the Berard family lived in it until
1911. In recent times, the house was
carefully dismantled, the logs marked, and
then in 1978 reassembled and set it in an
oak stand on the property. The structure
contains its original finishes and many
period furnishings. In addition to the log
house, the site contains numerous other
modest wooden structures including a shed,
bake oven and a small structure used to
shelter an artesian well.

Turenne Farm Silo
Rat River Road

THE TURENNE FARM SILO, built in
1935, is the oldest of three remaining
wooden silos in the R.M. of De Salaberry,
and only one of a handful of the traditional
wooden silos that still stand in Manitoba.
Built for Theophile Turenne and his son
Philip, this evocative farm building was used
to store corn, a staple in any area of dairy
farming. Like the other De Salaberry silos,
the Turenne structure is a very good example
of a building technology thought to have
been imported from Wisconsin, the
heartland of dairy and cheese production in
North America. In this version, called the
Scantling type, unsheathed walls are formed
with overlapping 4”x4” timbers that are
about six feet on each of the eight sides and
which soar about 40 feet high.

Desaulnier House
St. Pierre

THE
DESAULNIERS
HOUSE
is
important for its architecture, being the best
remaining local example of a distinct FrancoManitoban house type common in the
southeastern region of the province. This
kind of house is a slight variation on the
popular Four-square house type found in
many areas of Manitoba, defined by an
uncomplicated square plan, two-storey form
and large hipped roof. In the southeast,
Franco-Manitobans
(like
Josephat
Desaulniers, born in 1879 in Shawinigan,
Quebec, who built this house) undertook a
slight variation on the theme. With a slightly
taller form and a distinctively truncated roof
(like a widow’s walk) that usually was
trimmed with metal cresting, these kinds of
houses are important expressions of
sophisticated local design sensibilities.

Dotremont House
Rat River Drive

Built for the Prefontaine family in 1920, this
enormous farmhouse is the most impressive
local example recalling how sophisticated
urban architecture could be transferred to
farm settings with great effect. Although not
yet ascertained, the house seems to have been
designed by an architect. Boasting solid walls
of buff brick and limestone finishes, the
house also has high levels of interior
integrity, recalling the days when the house
was the active centre of a thriving dairy
operation, first by the Prefontaines and then
the Dotrements, who also farmed hogs and
beef cattle.

Honeyland Farms
Dufrost area

HONEYLAND FARMS (also known as the
Pankiw Honeybee Farm), with its honeyprocessing building and round bee-storage
building (above, built by Franz Yafram in
1936) has enormous heritage value as the site
of one of first commercial bee-keeping
operations in Western Canada. Inaugurated
in 1920 by Nicholas Pankiw, a graduate of
Wesley College and the University of
Manitoba Agriculture School (and a lifetime
member of the Manitoba Horticultural and
the Manitoba Beekeepers Associations), the
honeybee farm still contains key parts of the
operation, including the honeybee storage
building and honey-extracting house, where
honey was removed on the second floor and
flowed by gravity down to the first floor to
settle. The facility was one of the first
commercial honey operations to ship its
product by rail out of Western Canada. At
the height of production, 44 drums of honey
were extracted daily from the farm.

Sites of Heritage Interest
As was noted in the Introduction to this section, the De Salaberry/St. Pierre-Jolys Heritage
Advisory Group notes that the following 19 other buildings and sites were also assessed for their
heritage value and should be noted. While not attaining superior claims for heritage significance,
these places are also valued, providing interesting historic and architectural qualities that help
define the region’s heritage.

Providence House, Otterburne

St. Viateur Roman Catholic Church,
Otterburne

Providence College, Otterburne

Dufrost Community Hall, Dufrost

Sites of Heritage Interest

Charette House, La Rochelle

La Grotte Notre-Dame-de-Lourdes,
St. Malo
Maynard House, 150 Rue St. Malo,
St. Malo

19 Chem Le Rang Road, St. Malo
Otterburne West Cemetery, Otterburne area

Sites of Heritage Interest

494 Rue Sabourin, St. Pierre

425 Rue Joubert, St. Pierre

515 Rue Sabourin, St. Pierre

Desrosiers House, St. Malo area

Sites of Heritage Interest

Roger Dandenault Barn, Rat River
Drive

476 Rue Sabourin, St. Pierre

Rat River Farm, Rat River Drive

Roger Dandenault Silo Rat River Drive

Sites of Heritage Interest

Roblin Barn, Dufrost area

Cure Silo, St. Pierre area

Parting thoughts
The strength of a nation is derived from the integrity of its homes.
— Confucius

A country without a past has the emptiness of a barren continent; and a city
without old buildings is like a man without a memory.
— Graeme Shankland

